
INDVS frequency inverter Applications & fields

0.4kw-200kw   220v(208v-240v)
0.75KW-500KW   380v(300v-500v)







INDVS variable-frequency .fans load

vacuum blowers
centrifugal fans

Circulation fans



roots pump .fans





parts of the fan system



INDVS equipments sopts 、blast & 
induced air dual-variable-frequency 
constant control



apply to the fans apply to the fans 
（Spray coating assembly line 
application）

long-time using 、built-in 485 
communicating modules ,very 
easy operating and controlling .





INDVS variable-frequency .pump loads

diving pump centrifugal pump industrial cycling 
fire pump



Sewage pump Boiler feed pump centrifugal pump

INDVS kinds of Beater pump equipents





INDVS water supply for constant pressure (replaced by INDVS)



Application spot of the deep well pump 



INDVS Ac drive.air compressor load 

screw air compressor 



INDVS built-in PID、easy testing；with all the 
functions of the arousing frequency after awake ；
PID quick responed，high efficiency of the 
constant pressure.Can make 485 communicating 
with the air-compressor controller 





a various of types of 
the air-compressor 
controller with the 485



INDVS variable-frequency.convey equipment



logistics of the assembly line  



INDVS variable-frequency.filling equipment



INDVS variable-frequency.sanding equipment







glass edging equipment



INDVS variable-frequency.machine equipment



apply to machine tools



choose the vector control

no blocking；accurate of the torque & stop



5.5KW numerical control machine  in Hangzhou CN

machine tool 
spindle 



INDVS varied-frequency.

Wire drawing equipment



The drawing machine drawing the first mock exam into the line of more than 12mm in 

diameter, the configuration drawing and rolling two motors, inverter Peila pull between 
45KW-132KW, winding 4KW-7.5KW, special steel wire drawing machine, drawing according 
to the size and material of different materials with different power motor and cylinder, on the 
impact of instantaneous large current transducer reinforced into the mold, low torque, strong 
overload capacity, drawing and winding through simple synchronization, external 
potentiometer can be adjusted respectively and speed, frequency between 20-40Hz.。

Sell Headstand Wire Drawing Machine
（please take care to the dust proof of the inverter )



Horizontal drawing machine for drawing the first mock exam this machine steel, aluminum and 
other materials, to improve torque through the gear box, rarely used inverter, winding is used 
for torque motor, high output torque converter, as long as you can.

Horizontal vertical drawing machine 



Water tank drawing machine drawing multimode line diameter less than 8mm, the configuration 
of unwinding, drawing and coiling three motors for drawing bright products of copper and 
aluminum, stainless steel and other materials, the requirements for starting torque converter of 
low frequency, frequent use of dynamic movement in wear mode, winding tension swing 
minority use rod for feedback control of motor speed, torque control or torque motor, need 
unwinding, drawing, rewinding synchronization, but accuracy is not high, external potentiometer 
and the tuning speed

Water tank drawing machine



• The pulley type drawing machine for drawing the first mock exam line diameter is between 6.5-
12mm, often for many online (at least three), a winding and rewinding device, motor 
configuration 18.5KW-45KW 18.5-22KW commonly used for drawing, steel, aluminum, copper 
and other materials, usually manufacturers according to the user drawing diameter size 
configuration unit, each the machine is not a requirement for gear ratio, frequency converter for 
low starting torque, strong overload capacity, winding are torque control, external potentiometer 
adjustment and the total machine trimming, unwinding and rewinding synchronization.

The pulley type drawing machine



• Straight wiredrawing machine at least six drawing parts, line diameter less than 6mm high 
speed drawing, analog output ratio, arm feedback to achieve the overall synchronization by 
controlling the motor speed after the last one, in combination with PLC, touch screen, can 
control multiple motors at the same time, start a single point the dynamic wear model, single 
operation, rolling with tension and torque feedback pendulum mode in two ways, for drawing 
copper wire and wire and other fine materials, requirements of frequency converter has broken 
down, fast response speed, high precision, large output torque, the current production factory, 
there is the use of delta B series inverter



control system



拉丝机改造现场



part of application





INDVS varied-frequency.

Engraving machine load



INDVS varied-frequency.

washing machine process





INDVS varied-frequency.
Stone machinery equipment process



Stone cutting     (please add brake unit) 



stone cutting



INDVS varied-frequency.Packing machine

carton、metal packing machine；

This device is heavily loaded，generally use heavy 
loading inverter



control system heating device



55KW-380v .applied to 
the extruding machine 
in NingBo city



315KW-380v
connecting to the computer 



INDVS variable-frequency.

Braiding machine process

pay 
attention 
to the 
overloadoverload



Circular loom process

use 1.5kw-2.2kw



INDVS variable-frequency. Cutting edge machine process

with 11kw-380v variable frequency drive



INDVS variable-frequency.

Dispersion machine process

please pay 
attention to the 
surroundings

Dispersion machine process spot in 
Zhejiang city





drying machine process



Constant temperature control；
Easy operating；
High-efficiency energy-saving



The spot of driving application



factory of driving equipment

low frequency with high torque，stably；
breaking accurately and operating conveniently





INDVS helped the NO.21 metro line of Guangzhou city



printing machine process

up-down and right-left Double frequency conversion control ;
No vibration，running smoothly and quicking 



Servo reformation of injection molding machine；
20%------60% of the power-saving



the reforming spot



Fishing vessel process

good scene！！！！！



the variable frequency drive the variable frequency drive 
drives the vibrating motor;

choose the heavier type of ac 
drive



Incense making machine process



About 0.1s of the increasing/decreasing;
braking and positioning Accurately










